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Abstract

Historical anthropogenic aerosol (AA) changes are found to have caused a statistically significant negative Southern Annular Mode (SAM) trend (associated with an equatorward jet shift) in 14 out of 35 individual ensemble members from the fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) since 1860. However, this response is not robust. The significance of the SAM response to aerosols is model dependent and not simply related to aerosol forcing. Multiple sources of uncertainty result in a nonrobust response that means that the model mechanism connecting remote Northern Hemisphere AA forcing remains unclear. Analysis of single forcing experiments suggests that assuming the climate response to individual model forcings to be linearly additive cannot be made without proper assessment. Our results suggest that AAs may have had a historical influence on the SAM, but its influence may be overstated by assuming linearity.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, significant changes to Southern Hemisphere (SH) atmospheric circulation have been observed, particularly in the Austral summer (December–February, DJF) [Thompson et al., 2011]. These circulation changes include a poleward shift of the jets [e.g., Ceppi and Hartmann, 2013; Solman and Orlanski, 2014], a positive SAM index trend [e.g., Marshall, 2003], and a poleward expansion of the Hadley cell [Choi et al., 2014; Quan et al., 2014] and subtropical dry zones [Cai et al., 2012].

The SAM, after Limpasuvan and Hartmann [1999], describes the dominant mode of atmospheric variability in the SH. It represents the poleward-equatorward shift of momentum and mass across the SH midlatitudes, at high- and low-frequency time scales, in a near-zonally symmetric pattern. The observed positive trend in the SAM index and the poleward trend in the position of the jet stream have been linked to increases in the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere meridional temperature gradient [Chiang and Friedman, 2012; Wilcox et al., 2012; Gerber and Son, 2014]. Such increases have been driven by increases in greenhouse gases (GHGs), which act to cool the polar lower stratosphere and warm the tropical upper troposphere, and by decreases in stratospheric ozone (\(\text{O}_3\)), which act to cool the polar lower stratosphere. In DJF, when the influence of \(\text{O}_3\) depletion on the troposphere is greatest [Thompson and Solomon, 2002], \(\text{O}_3\) depletion has a dominant influence on austral jet trends [e.g., Gerber and Son, 2014; Polvani et al., 2011a; Lee and Feldstein, 2013].

The influence of \(\text{O}_3\) on SAM trends is time dependent. The \(\text{O}_3\) depletion since the mid-twentieth century has reinforced circulation changes associated with increasing GHGs [Shindell and Schmidt, 2004], and a particularly rapid depletion in recent decades has caused the \(\text{O}_3\) influence to dominate [Gerber and Son, 2014]. In contrast, the anticipated 21st century recovery of \(\text{O}_3\) will act to oppose the effects of increasing GHGs [Polvani et al., 2011b]: warming the polar lower stratosphere, reducing the meridional temperature gradient, and pushing the SAM toward its negative phase. Estimates of ozone recovery suggest a turnaround in total column ozone occurred circa 2005, with a relatively constant rate of recovery expected to return ozone concentrations to 1980 levels between 2030 and 2040 [Pawson et al., 2014]. Previous studies [e.g., Polvani et al., 2011b; Wang et al., 2014] project that there will be a cancelation between these opposing influences on SH circulation, resulting in small trends, in the coming decades.

With the anticipated compensation between the effects of increasing GHGs and \(\text{O}_3\) on the SAM, it is possible that other forcings may play a more prominent role in decadal-scale SAM variability in the near term. In order to understand whether AA is likely to have a marked effect on near-term SAM trends, it is important to understand whether the large historical changes in AA had an influence on the SAM and, if so, the mechanisms...
AAs can affect the climate directly through their interaction with radiation or indirectly via their effects on clouds. The effects of aerosols on clouds include an increase in droplet number and albedo in response to increasing aerosol concentrations (the first aerosol indirect effect [Twomey, 1977]) and an increase in cloud lifetime as a result of the reduced precipitation efficiency of smaller cloud droplets (the second indirect effect [Albrecht, 1989]). These effects primarily act to reduce the amount of shortwave radiation reaching the Earth's surface. Hence, model simulations suggest that the known increase in atmospheric aerosols over the industrial era has caused a negative radiative forcing and a decrease in global-mean near-surface temperature (Figure 1a) [Boucher et al., 2013]. However, there is considerable uncertainty over the magnitude of aerosol radiative forcing, particularly that caused by aerosol-cloud interactions, due to uncertainties in preindustrial aerosol concentrations and model representations of aerosol processes [Carslaw et al., 2013; Wilcox et al., 2015].

Global aerosol loads (including sulphate, nitrates, and black carbon) have increased through most of the industrial era, with particularly rapid increases in the mid-twentieth century (Figure 1b). Global aerosol loading is now beginning to decrease [Mao et al., 2014] as a result of air quality concerns. Aerosol is projected to continue to decrease in future, although the rate and magnitude of this decrease vary greatly across different scenarios [van Vuuren et al., 2011; Kloster et al., 2008].

AA forcing is predominantly confined to the NH, where most emissions occur [e.g., Zelinka et al., 2014]. The mechanisms by which this may induce a circulation change in the SH are currently uncertain. Rotstayn [2013] and Ceppi et al. [2013] suggest interhemispheric coupling occurs via the Hadley circulation, as they find maximal AA forcing collocates with the descending branch of the Hadley Cell, but Cai et al. [2006] suggest that ocean-atmosphere interactions redistribute AA forcing-induced temperature changes via cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport in the Atlantic and Pacific. Some studies have found that despite the different patterns in radiative forcing in response to AA and GHG increases, spatial patterns of the sea surface temperature and precipitation [Xie et al., 2013] and temperature and wind [Rotstayn et al., 2013] responses are similar. However, these conclusions still remain model and variable dependent, with Gillett et al. [2013] finding distinct patterns in the observed sea level pressure response to AA and GHG changes (consistent with positive and negative SAM responses, respectively).

In this paper, we investigate the significance of AA forcing on historical SAM variability using the CMIP5 multimodel data set. Individual model trends will be discussed in the context of the diverse representation of aerosol processes in climate models. We then discuss the implications of assuming a linear paradigm for combined forcings.
AA (the anthropogenic aerosol ensemble, AA, referred to by CMIPS as historicMisc experiments and identified by the physics p suffix). At the time of analysis, ozone-only simulations were unfortunately unavailable for any of these subsets of models. Where multiple ensemble members are available, we use the r suffix of the CMIP naming convention [Taylor et al., 2012] to refer to individual ensemble members.

Different numbers of ensemble members are typically available for each simulation (Table 1). We include only the first member from each model in multimodel means to avoid giving extra weight to any single model. When analyzing the temporal characteristics of a given time series, we treat each ensemble member individually; taking model ensemble means would enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, making models with large ensembles more likely to return significant results in intermodel comparisons.
Table 1. CMIP5 Models Used in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Model Experiments</th>
<th>Indirect Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>GHG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1 b</td>
<td>Wu et al. [2010]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1(M) b</td>
<td>Wu et al. [2010]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCESS</td>
<td>BNU-ESM b</td>
<td>Ji et al. [2014]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCMA</td>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>Chylek et al. [2011]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAR</td>
<td>CCSM4 b</td>
<td>Gent et al. [2011]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF-DOE-NCAR</td>
<td>CESM1-CAM5</td>
<td>Hurrell et al. [2013]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CERFACS</td>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>Voldoire et al. [2012]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1</td>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3.6.0</td>
<td>Rottstayn et al. [2012]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M b</td>
<td>Dunne et al. [2012]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA GISS</td>
<td>GISS-E2-R</td>
<td>Schmidt et al. [2014]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHC</td>
<td>HadGEM2-ES</td>
<td>Jones et al. [2011]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR</td>
<td>Dufresne et al. [2013]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>Dufresne et al. [2013]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC</td>
<td>MIROC5</td>
<td>Watanabe et al. [2010]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC</td>
<td>MIROC-ESM</td>
<td>Watanabe et al. [2011]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC</td>
<td>MIROC-ESM-CHEM</td>
<td>Watanabe et al. [2011]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>Yukimoto et al. [2012]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCC</td>
<td>NorESM1-M</td>
<td>Iversen et al. [2013]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNumbers indicate the number of members used from each model ensemble, but note that the number of members used is not necessarily the total number of members available. Where model data are available for sstClim and sstClimAerosol experiments, we show the global AA effective radiative forcing in brackets.
bModels that only include ERFari effects.
cModels that include ERFaci effects.

3. Data Analysis

The data analysis methodology comprises the following: (1) calculation of the SAM index, (2) a method to decompose this time series into trends on different timescales, and (3) an analysis of the significance of these trends. All analysis will focus on DJF, as this is the season with the largest tropospheric response to SO₂ depletion and therefore the only season where a cancelation between the effects of increasing GHG and decreasing SO₂ can be expected. As such, this is the only season where a response to AAs may play a role in determining the sign of the SAM trend in the near future. No clear seasonality was seen in the response to AAs themselves (not shown).

3.1. SAM Index

The SAM index is calculated using the method of Gong and Wang [1999], who define the SAM as the difference between the normalized zonal mean pressure at 40°S and 65°S, such that

\[ \text{SAM} = P^*_{40\degree S} - P^*_{65\degree S} \]  (1)

where \( P^* \) represents the normalized monthly zonal mean sea level pressure:

\[ P^* = \frac{P - \bar{P}}{S_n(P)} \]  (2)

where \( P \) is zonal mean pressure, \( \bar{P} \) is the time mean, and \( S_n(P) \) is the uncorrected sample standard deviation for the number of years (\( n \)). Ho et al. [2012] show that an index based on the Gong and Wang [1999] method and an EOF-based method are very strongly correlated. In light of this strong relationship, we anticipate intermodel differences in the SAM response to much greater than any differences related to the choice of definition and so only present results from the Gong and Wang [1999] definition.
3.2. Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition

Ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) is an empirical frequency decomposition technique proposed by Wu and Huang [2004, 2009]. Its key advantage is that it is capable of extracting the frequency components from a nonlinear nonstationary process [e.g., Wu et al., 2007]. The technique decomposes a time series into a set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), each describing a given frequency mode of the data, and a residual. Once all frequency modes are separated out of the data, the residual from the EEMD process represents the long-term trend. As the process retains the time-varying nature of the signal frequency, signal peaks, and troughs can be interpreted in the context of physical climate drivers. EEMD is adaptive to a variety of climate data [e.g., Franzke, 2013; Wilcox et al., 2013; Franzke et al., 2012; Franzke, 2012; Chang et al., 2011] and has successfully been applied for the purpose of SAM trend analysis in previous studies [e.g., Franzke, 2009; Pohl et al., 2010].

The use of EEMD for our trend analysis allows us to avoid the use of linear trends for either the whole time series or the components of it where a certain forcing is expected to drive a change. We expect the largest historical influence of AA on the SAM to occur in the mid-twentieth century, when its impact on global climate was greatest [Wilcox et al., 2013]. However, the representation of aerosol processes, and the climate responses to them, is diverse. We therefore avoid the use of linear trends with arbitrary endpoints as the most suitable endpoints are likely to differ between models. EEMD allows for significance testing of nonlinear trends without a need for subjective thresholds, as described in the supporting information.

4. Results

The time evolution of GHG, sO$_2$, and AA are different. GHG concentrations (based on CO$_2$ model diagnostic) increase monotonically during the historical period. The sO$_2$ decreases during the latter half of the twentieth century, with a more rapid rate of depletion in recent decades. Global mean AA concentrations (based on SO$_4$ model diagnostic) increased rapidly in the mid-twentieth century, with a smaller steady rise from 1970 onward (Figure 1b). As such, they are expected to imprint different temporal signatures on the SAM (Figure 1c). Different temperature responses to GHG and AA can clearly be seen in Figure 2, which shows temperature anomalies between the present day and preindustrial periods near the surface and at 200hPa. GHGs induce a warming in the tropics at 200hPa, and a cooling at high latitudes, which acts to increase the meridional temperature gradient. This pattern is largely reflected in the all forced response, while AAs induce the opposite response but smaller in magnitude. Near the surface, AAs cause cooling at most latitudes while GHGs cause warming. In both cases, the temperature changes are smaller near 60°S.

![Figure 2](image-url)
Long-term trends should be well captured by the residual from EEMD. The influence of AAs and sO$_3$ may have a multidecadal signature more likely to be seen in the last IMF. However, we find the last IMF of the SAM to be poorly resolved by EEMD and do not consider it further. We treat the residual as a good representation of the forced change in the SAM when it is found to be significantly different to a residual that might be expected from an equivalent noise time series (following the methodology described in the Supporting Information).

### 4.1. Long-Term Trends

The residuals from EEMD, representative of the long-term trend in the SAM, are shown in Figure 3 for each model and experiment. Residual all-forcing (AF) trends predominantly show the SAM index becoming increasingly positive over the historical period. BNU-ESM and HadGEM2-ES show the smallest change in SAM index over this period. In HadGEM2-ES, for which single forcing experiments are available, this appears to be due, at least in part, to cancelation between the response to GHG and to AA. For all models, GHG trends move toward an increasingly positive SAM phase throughout the historical period, similar to AF trends. AA trends show a decrease in the latter half of the historical period for at least one ensemble member in all models except CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M and NorESM1-M, which show no trend, or even a small positive trend.

The response of the SAM to AA can be seen to mirror the response to GHG in the multimodel mean, although the amplitude of the response is smaller in the AA case, about one third the magnitude of that to GHG (Figure 3). The historical AF trend simulated by models that only include ERFari effects is slightly larger than that from models that include both ERFari and ERFaci. This difference is small, but consistent, with the differences in global temperature trends from the two groups of models (models with a representation of the direct effect only show greater warming than those without) and may be indicative of a greater reduction in the AF trend from AA in models with a representation of ERFaci [Wilcox et al., 2013], although we are only able to include two ERFari models here (CCSM4 and GFDL-ESM2M).

The r1 ensemble member for each model, which we use to calculate the CMIP5 mean, is highlighted in Figure 3. For models where more than one ensemble member is available, it can be seen that r1 is not always the member most representative of a given model’s response to forcing. In CanESM2 and CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 in particular, the first ensemble member shows the smallest response to AA forcing.

The multimodel mean trends, and those from several individual models, suggest that the change in SAM due to GHG is not dissimilar to that due to AF. The sO$_3$ has been shown to have a dominant influence on jet position compared to GHG in a comparable set of models [Polvani et al., 2011b, 2011a]. It is therefore not unreasonable to expect the AF trend to be greater than that due to GHGs alone. The similarity of the two responses, which is seen in both the raw (Figure 1c) and the filtered data (Figure 3), suggests that either the SAM is not as strongly influenced by sO$_3$ changes as the jet, the SAM response to a combination of forcings may not be well represented by the linear sum of the response to these forcings individually, or that there is too much sampling variability. The potential nonlinearity in the SAM response to forcing will be investigated further in section 4.3.

### 4.2. Significance Testing

In order to determine whether the trends shown in Figure 3 represent a forced response, they must be considered alongside a significance test. Figure 4 summarizes the significance of the residual EEMD trend for each model ensemble member, determined using the methodology described in detail in the supporting information. The residual is significant at the 5% level for most models for both the AF and GHG experiments. The response to GHG is typically more strongly significant than the response to AF. Note that none, bar one, of the r1 ensemble members produce a significant ($\geq$10%) residual in response to AA forcing. Only considering the first ensemble member would underestimate of the magnitude of the response to AA forcing.

Examination of the all-forcing simulations shows that 17 of 19 models have at least one ensemble member with a significant ($\geq$10%) positive trend in the SAM index. This is consistent with previous observational studies [e.g., Visbeck, 2009; Marshall, 2003] and investigations using CMIP3 models [e.g., Fogt et al., 2009; Cai and Cowan, 2007].

Almost all individual ensemble members have significant trends in response to GHG forcing. In all models, the majority of members are significant, demonstrating a robust response of the SAM to GHG forcing. The majority of models also produce significant residual trends in the AF experiment, at both the 10% and 5% levels. This is true for the CMIP ensemble as a whole, and for individual models, except for HadGEM2-ES and
Figure 3. DJF-mean residual EEMD trends for each model ensemble for all-forcing (AF, black), GHG (red), and AA (blue) model experiments. Darker, thicker lines show the r1 ensemble member, and lighter lines show the other ensemble members. Models that only include ERFari effects are marked with asterisks and are included separately in the multimodel mean (black dashed line). Note that the multimodel mean is derived from all ensemble members.
Figure 4. Significance of all model ensemble members for all-forcing experiments (black), GHG experiments (red), and AA experiments (blue) residual EEMD trends, for the period 1860–2005. The size of the square represents the significance level: large 1%, medium 5%, and small 10%. Open squares represent a significance level < 10%. Models that only include ERFari effects are marked with asterisks. For significant model members, AF and GHG trends are always positive and AA trends are always negative.

BNU-ESM where no AF members have a significant trend in the residual. In CESM1-CAM5, GFDL-CM3, and MIROC5, only a minority of members have significant AF trends.

It can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 that the magnitude and significance of the response to AA can vary considerably across members of the same model, indicating uncertainty in the response. However, both CanESM2 and CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 simulate a long-term trend in response to AA forcing that is significant at the 10% level or greater in 4 out of 5 and 7 out of 10 of their available ensemble members, respectively (Figure 3). Additionally, both models include members that simulate a response that is significant at the 1% level. We suggest this indicates that there is a robust and significant SAM response to AA forcing in these models. This is consistent
with the results of Rotstayn [2013] who suggested that AA are likely to influence the sign of future SAM trends in CSIRO-Mk3.6.0.

HadGEM2-ES also has a strong response in one of its AA ensemble members (5% level). The other seven models for which AA simulations have been analyzed (CCSM4, CESM1-CAM5, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2M, GISS-E2-R, IPSL-CM5A-LR, NorESM1-M) do not show robust responses.

It is possible that the diverse SAM response to AA forcing is related to the large range of aerosol radiative forcing simulated in the models. Such a diverse response arises because specifying emissions results in diverse aerosol concentrations and distributions in the models, which is then amplified by the use of different parameterizations of aerosol-cloud interactions and diverse cloud fields [Wilcox et al., 2015]. For the six models where data is available for sstClim (a control run with climatological sea surface temperatures and sea ice imposed) and sstClimAerosol (the same, but with year 2000 aerosol) experiments, we calculate the global AA effective radiative forcing (ERF, shown in Table 1) between 1850 and 2000. Applying the assumption that each ensemble member from a given model has the same radiative forcing to allow us to use trends from all available ensemble members, we calculate the Pearson correlation between effective radiative forcing (ERF) and the 1950–2000 SAM trend. We find that the strength and significance of SAM trends in response to AA forcing cannot be predicted based on the magnitude of AA ERF ($r = -0.19$).

Previous studies have shown a relationship between trends in the SAM index and trends in meridional temperature gradient [e.g., Thompson and Solomon, 2002] and jet position [e.g., Ceppi and Hartmann, 2013]. Following Wilcox et al. [2012], we define the meridional temperature gradient as the difference between polar average lower stratospheric temperature (150 hPa, 75–90°S) and tropical upper tropospheric temperature (250 hPa, 0–25°S). Using all available members, we find that the relationship between the trends in the meridional temperature gradient and in the SAM is strong in the historical AA experiments for the six models where we are able to calculate ERF ($r = 0.93$). However, the relationship between ERF and the meridional temperature gradient is weak ($r = -0.15$), further suggesting that the magnitude of the SH circulation response to AA does not have a simple relationship to global ERF. In part, this relationship may be being obscured by the influence of internal variability on the SAM trends. Ceppi et al. [2014] show that differences in the meridional gradient of absorbed shortwave radiation are likely to be the cause, not the result, of differences in jet response between models. This may further explain why ERF alone cannot explain intermodel differences in SAM response.

Kidston and Gerber [2010] identified a relationship between the magnitude of the shift in the SH jet and the initial position of the jet in CMIP3 models, which is also present in CMIP5 models [Wilcox et al., 2012]. While there was no relationship between 1860–1900 mean SAM and the 1950–2000 SAM trend in the models we consider here, there was a strong relationship between 1860–1900 meridional temperature gradient and the meridional temperature gradient trend ($r = 0.80$). This suggests that model climatology may also play a role in the circulation response to AA, which may contribute to the lack of a linear relationship between ERF and the SAM response to AA changes.

In addition to potentially being obscured by the influence of model biases, the SAM response to AA is also likely to be influenced by ocean transport, which is one mechanism by which NH AA forcing may be felt in the SH. Frölicher et al. [2015] show that there is substantial variation in both ocean heat uptake and northward excess heat transport among CMIP5 models, particularly around 40°S. This suggests a lack of model consensus on the mechanism and driving changes that alter the surface energy budget since preindustrial times, which makes it difficult to disentangle a weak aerosol signal.

We find a strong relationship between SAM and meridional temperature gradient trends in historical AA. However, we are unable to identify a relationship between ERF for AA and either changes in meridional temperature gradient or changes in SAM. This is consistent with finding the most robust responses to AA in CanESM2 and CSIRO-Mk3.6. CanESM2 has relatively small ERF for our sample, while CSIRO has quite a large ERF. Lack of a simple relationship between forcing and response suggests that the mechanism by which NH aerosol affects SH is important for determining the magnitude of the model response. For example, if ocean transport is the main driver in models, then biases in this process are likely linked to the magnitude of SAM response. Additionally, the SAM has a large amount of internal variability, and we are looking for a signal that is small in comparison. We cannot rule out the possibility that a larger ensemble would show a stronger relationship between ERF and SAM.
4.3. Comparison of Single Forcings

Investigating the CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 and HadGEM2-ES models, we attempt to quantify the relative importance of AA and GHGs to trends in the SAM. In addition to the AF, AA, and GHG experiments, we use an additional forcing experiment: NoAA, equivalent to AF forcing scenario but with AA fixed at 1860 levels. All other forcings are time varying.

We also use two combinations of results from experiments: (1) GHG+AA, a linear sum of GHG and AA, and (2) AA+NoAA, a linear sum of AA and NoAA experiments.

If the response to the single forcings combine linearly, AA+NoAA should produce a SAM index evolution similar to the AF experiment. If the response is found to be linear, a quantitative estimate of the relative contribution of AA and GHG to the AF run can be formulated.
Figures 5a and 5c show the 30 year running mean of the ensemble mean GHG, AA, and NoAA experiments, and GHG+AA combination for CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 and HadGEM2-ES. Figures 5b and 5d focus on the AF experiment and NoAA+AA and GHG+AA combinations for the same period. Trend analysis has been performed on these time series for two periods: 1950 – 1980 and 1980 – 2005. We expect to see the largest influence of AA in 1950 – 1980, related to the rapid increase in global aerosol concentrations in this period, and trends driven primarily by GHG and SO$_2$ changes in 1980 – 2005.

In CSIRO-Mk3.6.0, AA drives a decrease in the SAM index from 1950 (Figure 5a). This is particularly large between 1950 and 1980. In this period there is no trend in the SAM due to GHGs and a small positive trend in the NoAA experiment, suggesting that AAs are likely to be the main driver of the trend in this period in CSIRO-Mk3.6.0. From 1980, the rate of change in the SAM due to AA is smaller, around a quarter of the magnitude of the GHG trend (Tables S1 and S2 in the supporting information). Interestingly, there is almost no difference between the NoAA and GHG series in this period, when SO$_2$ might be expected to be the main driver of the trend. This indicates that either the response to SO$_2$ depletion in this model is small or the response is not linearly additive.

Assessing the significance of differences between forcing trends (Tables S3 and S4 in the supporting information) using a parametric bootstrapping approach [Davison and Hinkley, 1997], we find that the NoAA+AA and AF experiments have significantly different trends in both periods (Figure 5b), demonstrating that the linear combination of the response to single forcings is not a good assumption in this case. This is contrary to the findings of Rotstayn [2013] who did find linearity to be a good assumption for CSIRO-Mk3.6.0. However, there are differences in the methodology used, e.g., in the SAM metric and time period, so it is possible that the extent of nonlinearity is also dependent on methodology.

Time series of the SAM anomaly from HadGEM2-ES experiments are shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Fewer ensemble members were available for this model (3 members compared to 10 for CSIRO). Consequently, a greater amount of variability is seen on short timescales in addition to the forced response. In addition to this variability, there also appears to be internally driven multidecadal-scale variability in the 30 year running means. There is a large positive trend in the SAM index, followed by a decrease, in response to GHG early in the historical period, which, as it bears no resemblance to the temporal evolution of GHG concentrations in that period (Figure 1b), is unlikely to be a forced response. The multidecadal variability in the AA experiment appears to be similarly influenced by internal variability.

The apparent influence of internal variability in the HadGEM2-ES running means make it difficult to assess the contributions of each forcing component to the total response. Furthermore, it is difficult to make a statement about the validity of the assumption that the AF response is well represented by the linear sum of the responses to single forcings. The AF and NoAA+AA trends were found to be significantly different in both time periods (Table S4 in the supporting information), but any linearity in the true forced response will be obscured by the internal variability that remains in these time series.

Our analysis demonstrates that a reliable assessment of the linearity of the SAM response to forcing in a model requires a large ensemble, which is generally not available in CMIP5, especially for single forcing experiments. Various studies have also conducted single-model tests on the linearity assumption. Koch et al. [2009] found that combined AA and GHG forcings produce a nonlinear response in surface air temperature in the Goddard Institute of Space Studies (GISS) ModelE [Schmidt et al., 2006], but other studies, including Fyfe et al. [2012], find that an inferred all-forcing response derived from the linear combination of single forcings (including GHG, AA, and SO$_2$) does compare favorably to the AF response from CanESM2 (based on five-member ensembles). Shiogama et al. [2013], using MIROC3, suggest that linearity holds for temperature responses, but not for precipitation, and Dong and Zhou [2014] found that an assumption of linearity works for SST trends in CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 for the period 1870 – 2005. Ultimately, it seems apparent that analysis of single models in respect to the linearity assumption in the context of the SAM is unlikely to give a complete understanding of the extent of climate forcing nonlinearity, i.e., the extent of nonlinearity is model dependent. We also acknowledge that our linearity conclusions with regards to the SAM metric may not hold for other metrics of SH climate change and, as discussed above, may be sensitive to the methodology used, even for similar metrics in the same model.

Beyond this conclusion, further interpretation becomes difficult. A lack of linearity in the response precludes a quantitative conclusion being made with respect to the contribution of AAs to trends in the SAM index.
There are multiple feedbacks and uncertainties associated with model forcing that are currently not fully understood. This limits the conclusions we can draw but provides direction for future work.

5. Summary and Conclusions

EEMD analysis is performed on a subset of CMIP5 models to identify significant nonlinear trends in the SAM index. Each CMIP5 model is compared to a null model with similar autoregression characteristics to determine the significance of the trend. A Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 null models provides an estimate of significance limits against which IMFs of the CMIP5 models are assessed.

In support of previous studies, we find that the historical SAM trend is strongly positive (5% level or greater) in 15 of 19 CMIP5 models, and the effect of GHG on this trend is significant (at the 5% level or greater) in all 17 models.

We find that while most models show a decrease in the SAM index in response to an increase in global AA, the majority of models do not show a statistically significant influence of AA on the SAM. Only 2 out of 10 models have robust historical decreases in the SAM index due to AA forcing. Other models also show a decrease but not one that is significant across the majority of ensemble members. The lack of consistency across models suggests that we still have a poor understanding of the AA effect on the SAM, but, as the signal-to-noise ratio is poor, this cannot be better understood without a larger number of models providing AA ensemble members. Our 10-model AA ensemble shows that AAs may affect the SAM and that it has the potential to determine the sign of the near-term SAM trend, if the projected rapid near-term decreases in aerosol emissions are realized. However, more work is required to understand the mechanisms behind the response in order for predictions to be reliable. This influence is likely to be small and is difficult to distinguish from internal variability. Large ensembles are required to better identify the SAM response to AA. The poor signal in the existing experiments means that the mechanisms behind the response are unclear. The mechanism linking changes in AA to changes in the SAM needs to be better understood if predictions of the influence of future AA changes on the SAM are to be reliable. Uncertainty in the concentrations and spatial distribution of AAs, combined with diversity in the representation of aerosol-cloud interactions further complicate the interpretation of the SAM response to AA, highlighting the need for more idealized aerosol experiments and better representations of radiative effects.

Our investigations into the linearity of the SAM response to multiple forcings suggest that linearity may be a poor assumption in some models. This makes the quantification of the relative contributions of different forcings to the trends difficult to quantify. However, we also found our analysis to be hampered by internal variability, suggesting that at least 10 ensemble members are required to see a forced response to the SAM.
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